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Abstract: The aim of the current research is to assess the
anticancer activity of the proteins identified from the crude
protein extract derived from Hermetiaillucens larvae by
computational methods. Bioinformatics methods were used to
identify the protein sequence and virtual screening for the
prediction of protein structure, their physico-chemical
characteristics and functional aspects, that aid in exploring the
anti-cancer interaction that is inclined to inhibit the oncoprotein
activity. Due to the pathological process transpired by HPV, an
array of genetic alterations, including the overexpression of
oncoproteins or the inactivation of tumor suppressor proteins like
TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF and BAX occur. The altered protein
signaling pathways convulse to cervical cancer. In this research,
we identified proteins, from the crude extract derived from
Hermetiaillucens by LC-MS method. Further Computational
screening of the selected proteins were employed to assess the
functional units which has anticancer activity. We predicted four
proteins Metallothionine, Defensin like precursor 1 protein, Heat
shock protein 90 and NADH dehydrogenase and eluted the
protein sequence from NCBI GenBank database. These
sequences were used to predict physicochemical properties and
protein structure prediction. Pharmacophore analysis of the
peptide sequences as potential targets for cancer treatment was
evaluated. Molecular docking of peptide sequences with target
protein structure was carried out. To screen the best active
potential molecule for cancer treatment the Molecular dynamics
of docked protein-peptide structures were administered. The
molecular docking of the peptides with onco-proteins has been
predicted and virtually screened based on RMSD values.
The resultant protein sequence was evaluated further
by amino acid sequencing, extensive scrutiny of the proteins,
advanced
computational
imaging,
molecular
docking
examination and assessed the results for clinical interpretation.
To summate, bioinformatics assessment enabled us to identify
four key proteins derived from Hermetiaillucens larvae that have
strong inhibitory function against proteins that cause cervical
cancer.
Keywords: Pharmacokinetics Cell proliferation, LC-MS,
quantification
of
protein,
Bioinformatics
assessment,
identification and characterization, Bioactive prediction, Peptide
Ranking , Target Protein selection, Molecular docking.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a genetically modified uncontrolled cell
proliferation that has multistep process arising from gene
mutations involved in signaling, cell-cycle and/or cell-death
pathways resulting in mis-regulation.[1]. Cervical cancer is
the fourth most common cancer in women worldwide, with
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an estimated 527,600 new cases and 265,600 deaths in
2012[2]. Tumorigenesis is a complex pathological process
involving a variety of genetic alterations, including the over
expression of oncogenes and/or the inactivation of tumor
suppressor genes. Either way, the cell cycle is disrupted
leading to uncontrolled cell division and growth -a common
feature of every cancer type [3]. The development of
cervical cancer is a stepwise process from a low-grade
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia that ultimately progresses
into carcinoma involving multiple genetic and epigenetic
events[4] .The identification of dysregulated genes in
cancer-associated pathways may shed light on the molecular
mechanisms underlying tumorigenesis, thus helping to
develop new strategies for tumor therapy [5]There are 55%
of women who is affected every year; in the year 2018 over
570,000 new cases were diagnosed in cervical cancer [6].It
is found that 17% of all cancer deaths among women occurs
between thirty and sixty nine years and approximately 1in
53 Indian women suffer from Cervical cancer [7].There is a
large demand to control the pathogenesis of HPV in women,
which increase to create awareness about the diagnostic and
treatment methods to control disease. There are several
treatment methods such as surgery, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy that has immense advantage for the treatment
of cervical cancer. The disadvantage of chemotherapeutic
drugs is that it creates side effects by destroying malignant
as well as non-malignant cells [8].
There is a great demand to identify the drugs with minimal
side effects for the treatment of cervical cancer [9,10].
Protein therapy approach would be a new and effective
treatment of cancer without causing any side effects unlike
chemotherapy. Protein has the capability to effectively
destroy cells which are linked to the progression and
development of cancer. Peptides have tremendous
application in the field of Biotechnology and medicine field.
At present more than 60 peptide-based drugs are available in
the US Market which has been approved by FDA. [11].
Peptide drug discovery has secured scientific propulsion as
it confronts many unidentified medical concerns.[12]
The current research is focused on the development
of a peptide-based drug that aid to control cervical cancer.
Here, the execution of Bioinformatics in cancer research
revamped the next generation protein sequencing and has
tailored our interpretation of cancer biology approaches. In
this research we are focusing on the alternative and
application specific approaches that are now becoming
apparent to improve a wide variety of prevailing analytic
techniques.
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II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Quantification of Protein-peptides using LC-MS
Trypsin digested sample was passed through RP C18
column 4.6 x 150mm with the linear gradient starting from
5% of ACN to 95% ACN in 50 Minutes. Mobile phase used
was water and Acetonitrile with 0.1% FA. The LC gradient
applied allows the separation of major proteins present in
Hermetiaillucens and showcased the results. The LC-MS
spectral results and comparison of results with library search
has successfully enabled the identification of the total
number of proteins present in the crude sample. Several
protein hits were observed from NIST and MASCOT
database. The full length of protein sequences was retrieved
from the NCBI database to predict further functional
characters that can be treated with cancer proteins
Bioinformatics Analysis: Peptide design and Molecular
mass prediction
The current technological development in the field
of Molecular Biology have extensively provided in
contributing the scientific research associates with enormous
quantity of Biological data base information [13]. The
analogue between the genes and protein play a prominent
role in the probe of cancer molecular mechanism. It is
imperative to integrate the Cancer research with biology,
bioinformatics and computational science to revamp cancer
therapy [14]. The enormous output of diverse
protein/genome sequencing strategy have administered
advancement in the protein therapeutics in a remarkable
scale. The protein peptide synergy is accepted as a channel
to contribute functional specificity and control the activity
of molecules and signaling pathways [15]. In-silico drug
modeling dwells with the assemblage of mechanism which
aloe to make analytical decisions with respect to
description/identification of biomolecular target of
therapeutic significance, choosing of new peptides and their
transformation to acquire exceptional inclination and
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics characteristics[16]
Based on the prediction of peptide sequences from
LC-MS analysis, further to predict the functional peptide
sequences using NIST databases. The resultant peptide
sequences were tested with in-silico analysis to screen
anticancer peptides. Here, we have used various approaches
to screen the lowest toxicity and minimum side effects using
computational approaches. There are several bioinformatics
steps used to screen peptides which are mentioned below.
B. Selecting the suitable enzymes and protein sequences
Using LC-MS analysis to identify the proteins
present in the crude extract, the NCBIGenBank database is
used to download the full length of the protein sequences
and used to predict functional peptides. Peptide cutter is a
potential proteomic tool to predict the potential cleavage
sites cleaved by protease enzymes and chemical digestion
with possible cleavage sites. With the employment of
Enzyme-Predictor mechanism which expeditiously checks
the enzymes that effectively cleaves the sample including
peptides from the hydrolyzed proteins. This mechanism
develops a colorful visualization of the source proteins, the
hydrolysate, the fragments, and the enzymes that are
predicted and cleaves these fragments.
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C. Identification and characterization of peptide
sequences
Employed BIOPEP, PeptideDB, CAMP, APD2,
andPepBank software’s to characterize the peptide
sequences based on biological process, molecular function
and cellular activity of each peptide sequence or amino acid
which expressed the most convincing effect of anticancer
and antioxidant properties. The BioPEP and Peptide
Cutterhelped to specify the protein substrates of enzymatic
hydrolysis to specify enzymatic activity. Subsequently we
utilized virtual digestion in combination with insect proteinpeptide that specifies the Physico-chemical characteristics
such as molecular weight, theoretical PI, stability of the
peptides, which enable to predict the potential bioactive
peptides. There are several multiple enzyme factors that
influence cancer inhibition which needs to be identified by
using both in-vitro and in-vivo studies.
D. Bioactive prediction of peptides
Peptide Ranker tool was employed to predict the
bioactive property of peptide sequences and is compared
with reference target sequences to understand the
comparison between target and template sequences. The
peptide structures were predicted and modeled using PepFold server by taking into consideration of the least energy
model of peptide stability. Argus Lab anticipates the
peptide poses and facilitates refinement by minimization of
energy and/or simulations of molecular dynamics.
E. Target protein selection
Based on the cytotoxicity study, the crude protein is treated
with MCF7 and HeLa cells using MTT assay method. The
crude protein showed more growth inhibition in the HeLa
cell lines with respect to MCF7.Further we examined the
anti-apoptotic and cell cycle inhibitory study and the fact
showed that the inhibitory effect in apoptosis has eventuated
in the G1/S phase and this facilitated us to determine the
protein sequences and structures from NCBI-GenBank,
UniProtKB and PDB databases (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb).
The molecular analysis of apoptotic signaling pathways
unveiled various target receptors that help to regulate and
inhibit several proteins. Predominantly TP53, MDM2,
BCL2, ARF, and BAX signaling proteins are involved in
apoptosis [15]. The selected protein sequences were used to
predict sequence similarity to find templates by PSIBLAST. The selected template sequences were used to build
three-dimensional protein structures using Swiss model.
Adopting homology modeling by SwissPDBVieweraided us
to predict the complexity of the protein structures. The
protein structures were validated to check the overall protein
quality and stereo-chemical activity of atoms and amino
acids. The validation was predicted by Structural analysis
and verification server (SAVES). The conformational
complexity of protein structures was utilized to predict
active site amino acids that help for ligand binding using
CastPcalculation server and the best complex protein
structures were used for molecular docking.
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F. Molecular Docking
Molecular docking is a significant mechanism which
contributes identification, optimization and anticipation of
the inherent position, orientation and arrangement of a small
molecule within the binding site of a targeted molecule.
High throughput screening is resorted at the initial stage of
the drug interaction process for the verification of numerous
compounds for potential interaction against the chosen
target [17-21]
Target protein and peptide sequences were docked using
Cabs-Dock and Galaxy Pep Dock servers. This provides
fully automated template-based docking of selected
peptides by protein-peptide interaction studies. The
protein sequences were built by the complex structures
using energy-based optimization and refinement that allows
structural flexibility. Template-based docking of highly
homologous complexes is also provided by protocols
dedicated to the prediction and design of peptide binding
specificity. The Flex Pep Bind tool is used to model the
different protein peptides and binding interactions with
receptor binding sites with the constraint of hydrogen bonds
were predicted that shows the conserved hydrogen bonding.
The virtual screenings of docked peptide structures were
used for molecular dynamics methods to calculate the
electrostatic and Vander Waals interactions to understand
the potential surface energy of the peptide-protein
interactions. The particular resultant structures will help to
screen further in-vitro and in-vivo analysis for further
clinical applications for the treatment of cancer.
III.

RESULTS

G. LC-MS-Data of probability Based on Mowse Score
We conducted the LC-MS analysis of the crude protein to
identify the proteins present in the crude sample. Utilized
MASCOT database to identify the protein-peptide hits
present in the LC-MS data to predict the number of peptide
sequences present compared with the reference protein
databases such as UniProt and NCBI biological databases.
Further employed NIST software to identify the protein
peptides present, based on the molecular weight prediction.
Subsequently few protein hits were observed from NIST and
MASCOT database. The full length of protein sequences
was retrieved from the NCBI database to predict further
functional characters that can be treated with cancer
proteins.Proteins identified from LC-MS analysis are listed
in (Table: 1). Implemented bioinformatics methods to
understand the protein-peptide regions based on functional
activities. InterproScanwas used to predict the functional
domains and profiles that can characterize functional
enrichments of protein sequences. Based on InterproScan
analysis, we identified that some of the functional profiles of
protein-peptide that have anticancer activities (Table: 2).
The peptide character prediction was analyzed
using PEPBUB and identified that anticancer activity was
seen in Metallothionine, Defensin-like peptide 1, Heat shock
protein 90 and NADH dehydrogenase and these proteins
were selected for further studies (Figure: 1). Bioinformatics
tool Peptide Cutter was utilized based on chymotrypsin
digestion default option that helps to cleave the proteins
with different peptides and further to screen biological
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inhibitory activity using PEPBUB tool (Table: 3). Peptides
were ranked based on biological protein inhibition activity
which exhibited the best active peptide sequences for
antioxidant and anticancer activity. The Physico-chemical
properties of the selected active peptides with significant
inhibition shows instability index of 37-40 (stable) and >40
(unstable) properties (Table: 4).
H. Peptide ranking
For each protein in the query, the ranked list of tryptic
peptides can be browsed by clicking and expanding the
protein row. Peptides uniquely present in the database (at
the protein level) are highlighted. We utilized the search
box to search for a specific protein name or peptide
sequence. The outcome revealed that 2 peptide sequences,
Metallothionein and NADH bioactive peptide sequences are
unstable in nature, and Defensin-like peptide 1 and heat
shock protein sequences exhibited stable nature. The Peptide
ranking of selected peptides are conducted based on
bioactive prediction and ranking (Table: 5). Bioinformatic
tool PEP-FOLD was employed to predict the threedimensional protein structure using the server, assisted to
generate the 3D complexity of protein structure (Figure: 2).
Prediction of the homology models by employing
Swiss Model and energy minimization by utilizing
SwissPDB Viewer software (Table: 6). The quality analysis
of proteins was predicted using SAVES to check the stereochemical activity of amino acids arranged in a complex
protein structure by using PROCHECK, ERRAT, Verify3D
parameters that facilitated to understand the complexity of
the protein structure. Active site amino acids were predicted
using PDBSum and CastP calculation servers to recognize
the peptide or ligand binding sites of TP53, BCL2,
MDM2,ARF and BAX protein based on surface area and
surface volume (Figure:3).
The protein-peptide interactions were investigated
using Cabs Dock online server to understand the target
protein and peptide sequences. The target proteins were
docked with Metallothionein peptide sequence and the
interaction of the protein peptides were screened based on
cluster RMSD values. The cluster RMSD values which
exhibited highest value has strong interaction with highest
ranking.
Protein-peptide docking of Metallothionein
sequence with target protein structures (Figure: 4)
Molecular docking of Defensin like Protein-1 docked with
the target proteins TP53,BCL2, MDM2, ARF,BAX. The
Defensin-like peptide 1 is docked with target proteins and
the output indicated BCL2 (40.0659±32.534 kcal/mol),
BAX
(31.8165±23.260
kcal/mol)
and
MDM2(21.3619±21.116 kcal/mol) proteins exhibit strong
interactions compared with reference drug compound
(Camptothecin). (Figure:5) Heat Shock Protein 90 docked
with the target proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF, and
BAX. Heat shock protein-peptide sequence is docked with
target proteins and the resultant protein structures are
screened based on scoring of RMSD values BAX
(32.256±23.260
kcal/mol),
BCL2
(26.8971±32.534
kcal/mol), TP53 (23.7712±98.531 kcal/mol) MDM2
(19.8872±21.116 kcal/mol). This protein expressed strong
interaction compared with
reference drug compound.
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(Figure:6). NADH dehydrogenase docked with the target
proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF, and BAX. The NADH
dehydrogenase protein when docked with target proteins and
the interaction scores were screened based on RMSD values
and the resultant structures manifested that MDM2
(42.5102±21.116
kcal/mol),
ARF
(26.8584±104.57
kcal/mol), BAX (24.8126±23.260 kcal/mol) and BCL2
(22.7283±32.534 kcal/mol) proteins show strong
interactions compared with reference drug compound
(Camptothecin) (Figure: 7).Reference drug Camptothecin
docked with the target proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF,
BAX. Molecular docking assessment of reference
Camptothecin drug with target proteins are showcased for
better understanding of the activity the predicted peptides.
(Figure 8).
IV.

DISCUSSION

Research on Protein/peptides and therapeutic analysis paved
a way to understand the mechanism of molecular
interactions with therapeutic applications. In the current
research we utilized the proteins extracted from
Hermetiaillucenslarvae, which has great precedence in
multiple biological functions such as anti-oxidant and
anticancer properties. We conducted the LC-MS analysis of
the crude protein to identify the proteins present in the crude
sample. Utilized MASCOT database to identify the proteinpeptide hits present in the LC-MS data to predict the number
of peptide sequences present compared with the reference
protein databases such as UniProt and NCBI biological
databases. Further employed NIST software to identify the
protein peptides present, based on the molecular weight
prediction. Subsequently 20 protein hits were observed from
NIST and MASCOT database. The full length of protein
sequences was retrieved from the NCBI database to predict
further functional characters that can be treated with cancer
proteins.
We
then
proceeded
with
implementing
bioinformatics methods to understand the protein-peptide
regions based on functional activities. InterproScanwas used
to predict the functional domains and profiles that can
characterize functional enrichments of protein sequences.
Based on InterproScan analysis, we identified that some of
the functional profiles of protein-peptide have anticancer
activities. The peptide character prediction was analyzed
using PEPBUB and identified that anticancer activity was
seen in Metallothionine, Defensin-like peptide 1, Heat shock
protein 90 and NADH dehydrogenase and these proteins
were selected for further research. Subsequently we
employed Peptide Cutter based on chymotrypsin digestion
default option that helps to cleave the proteins with different
peptides and further to screen biological inhibitory activity
using PEPBUB tool. Peptides were ranked based on
biological protein inhibition activity which exhibited the
best active peptide sequences for anticancer activity. The
Physico-chemical properties of the selected active peptides
with significant inhibition shows in stability index of 37-40
(stable) and >40 (unstable) properties. The outcome
revealed that 2 peptide sequences, Metallothionein and
NADH bioactive peptide sequences are unstable in nature
and Defensin-like peptide 1 and heat shock protein
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sequences exhibited stable nature. Eventually PEP-FOLD
was employed to predict the three-dimensional protein
structure using the server, assisted to generate the 3D
complexity of protein structure.
As per the outcome, inhibitory study of crude
protein with HeLa cells revealed strong inhibition on cancer
cells which steered the uncovering of the target proteins that
counter cervical cancer. Eventually KEGG database was
inked to find the pathway of apoptotic proteins involved in
cervical cancer based on viral infection. Here, we selected
TP53, BCL2, MDM2, BAX and ARF target protein for the
analysis. The protein sequences were retrieved from
UniProtKB database and structural similarity was predicted
to understand the similar templates using PSI-BLAST. We
then predicted the homology models by employing Swiss
Model and energy minimization by utilizing Swiss PDB
Viewer software.
The quality analysis of proteins was predicted
using SAVES to check the stereo-chemical activity of amino
acids arranged in a complex protein structure by using
PROCHECK, ERRAT, Verify3D parameters that facilitated
to understand the complexity of the protein structure. Active
site amino acids were predicted using PDBSum and CastP
calculation servers to recognize the peptide or ligand
binding sites based on surface area and surface volume. The
protein-peptide interactions were investigated using Cabs
Dock online server to understand the target protein and
peptide sequences. The target proteins were docked with
Metallothionein peptide sequence and the interaction of the
protein peptides were screened based on cluster RMSD
values. The cluster RMSD values which exhibited highest
value has strong interaction with highest ranking.
The results show that TP53 and BAX has strong
interaction with Metallothionein peptide sequence compared
with reference drug compound(Camptothecin) The
Defensin-like peptide 1 is docked with target proteins and
the output indicated BCL2 BAX and MDM2 proteins
exhibit strong interactions compared with reference drug
compound (Camptothecin).When
Heat shock proteinpeptide sequence is docked with reference proteins values
BAX, BCL2, TP53 ,MDM2. expressed strong interaction
compared with reference drug compound. The NADH
dehydrogenase protein when docked with target proteins and
the interaction scores were screened based on RMSD values
and the resultant structures manifested that MDM2, ARF,
BAX and BCL2 proteins show strong interactions compared
with reference drug compound (Camptothecin). Molecular
docking assessment of reference Camptothecin drug with
target proteins are showcased for better understanding of the
activity the predicted peptides.
V.

CONCLUSION

Peptides are considered to possess high clinical
therapeutic value. Peptides are significant in the therapeutic
field as it can be customized to achieve desired
biocompatibility that brands it to a potent therapeutic grade.
Currently peptide therapeutics is a major research category
in the field of identification of peptide sequences for the
treatment of cancer and other
diseases. In cancer therapeutics,
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peptides demonstrate a significant role because of its high
target specificity and selectivity, high biological and
chemical diversity, high solubility, diminutive toxicity and
inconsequential side effects.
The execution of Bioinformatics in cancer research
revamped the next generation protein sequencing and has
tailored our interpretation of cancer biology approaches. In
this research we are focusing on the alternative and
application specific approaches that are now becoming
apparent to improve a wide variety of prevailing analytic
techniques. In this research we resorted to Hermetiaillucens
insect larvae protein and analyzed that the peptides offer
enormous potential for anticancer activities. We adopted
Bioinformatics assessment to understand the protein
peptides that are present in the LC-MS data and also aided
to screen the peptides based on the interaction with
apoptotic proteins. In this study we predicted four preeminent peptide sequences that interacted and bind with
target proteins and the outcome portrayed strong interaction
with TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF and BAX proteins with
highest RMSD and Cluster Maps. The outcome exhibited
the prime functional peptide unit sequence from
Metallothionein (CASQTQSSGSCGCGSYCK), Defensinlike peptide 1- precursor (QQGWAMGDCR), Heat shock
protein 90 (ADLVNNLGTIAK) and NADH dehydrogenase
(GIPQPFCDAVKLFTKE) shows strong inhibition with
apoptotic proteins. The conclusion provides great scope for
experimental validation in utilizing In-vitro and in-vivo
studies, by synthesizing individual peptide sequences or
isolate individual peptide sequences from Hermetiaillucens
crude protein extract. These experimental studies would
certainly help validate the therapeutic function of peptides
for the utilization of cervical cancer treatment and aid its
clinical relevance.
Table 1: Sequence identification and retrieval from
NCBI GenBank Database (functional unit)
Protein
Metallothio
nein

Peptide sequence
MPCPCGTGCKCASQTQSSG
SCGCGSYCKCGSSCDKGS

Defensinlike peptide
1
Heat shock
protein 90

CIGNGGHCQPDGSMGNCC
SGNCYKQQGWAMGDCR

NADH
dehydrogen
ase

VETFAFQAEIAQLMSLIINTFYSNKEIFLRELISNS
SDALDK
IRYESLTDPSKLDSGKELYIKIIPNKAAGTLTIIDT
GIGMTKA
DLVNNLGTIAKSGTKAFMEALQAGADISMIGQF
GVGFYSAY
LVADKVTVTSKHNDDEQYTWESAAGGSFTVSN
DHSEPLGRG
TKIVLHIKEDQMEYLEEAKINSIVTKYSQFIRYPI
KLLVKKER
EKEVSDDEAE
GIPQPFCDAVKLFTKE

Table 2: Protein functional region identification using
InterproScan
Protein
Metallothionein
Defensin-like
peptide 1

Active
position
1-37
58-98
28-62
30-62

Function
Metal ion binding
Defensin-like
peptide
1_invertebrate/Antifungal/Antibacteri
al
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Heatshock
protein
inhibitor

90

NADH
dehydrogenase
subunit 1

9-213
279-534
534-683
31-185
29-38
9-29
51-66,
204-217
14-303,

HATPase_C_sf
Ribosomal_S5_D2-typ_fold
HSP90_C
HATPase_C
Heat_shock_protein 90_CS
Hsp90_N
NADH_UbQ_OxRdtase_su1/FPO

Table 3: Peptide character prediction using PEPBUB
bioinformatics tools
Protein

Peptide sequence

Inhibitory
function

Metallothio
nein

MPCPCGTGCKCASQT
QSSG
SCGCGSYCKCGSSCD
KGS

ACE inhibitor

dipeptidyl
peptidase IV
inhibitor

Defensinlike peptide
1-like
peptide 1

CIGNGGHCQPDGSMG
NCC
SGNCYKQQGWAMGD
CR

HSP
90
inhibitor

VETFAFQAEIAQLMSL
IINTF
YSNKEIFLRELISNSSD
ALDK
IRYESLTDPSKLDSGK
ELYIK
IIPNKAAGTLTIIDTGI
GMTKA
DLVNNLGTIAKSGTK
AFMEA
LQAGADISMIGQFGV
GFYSAY
LVADKVTVTSKHNDD
EQYTW
ESAAGGSFTVSNDHS
EPLGRG
TKIVLHIKEDQMEYLE
EAKIN
SIVTKYSQFIRYPIKLL
VKKER
EKEVSDDEAE
GIPQPFCDAVKLFTKE

NADH
dehydrogen
ase

Peptide
activating
ubiquitinmediated
proteolysis
Stimulating
vasoactive
substance
release
Immunostimu
lating peptide
Neuropeptide
Anxiolytic
peptide
Antioxidative

Antioxidative
peptide

Functio
nal
regions
6, 7, 18,
19, 20,
24, 25,
30, 31,
35-36
1, 2, 12,
13, 14,
15, 16,
17,25,
26, 35,
36,
28-29

183-184
218-220
116,
117
126,
127,
181,
182
172-173
3132,43,
44, 5960, 198,
199

6, 7, 10,
11, 12,

Table 4: Physicochemical property prediction by
utilizing ProtParam
Protein

Metallothio
nein
Defensinlike peptide
1-like
peptide 1

3422

Num
ber of
Amin
o
acids
37

Molecula
rWeight

Theoret
ical pI

Stability

Hydropat
hicity

3560.02

8.11

-0.300

34

3538.93

6.70

Unstable
(61.84)
Stable
(12.80)
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HSP
90
inhibitor
NADH
dehydrogen
ase

220

24410.16

4.94

16

1793.11

6.06

Stable
(20.57)
Unstable
(43.31)

Thr161,

-0.235
-0.013

Table 5: Peptide ranking of the selected peptides based
on bioactive prediction and ranking.
Protein

Peptide sequence

Posit
ion

Len
gth

Sco
re

Ra
nk

Metalloth
ionein

CASQTQSSGSCGCGSYCK

11

18

1

MPCPCGTGCK

1

10

CGSSCDK

29

7

Defensinlike
peptide
1-like
peptide 1

QQGWAMGDCR

25

10

1.4
73
6.3
48
9.9
22
3.4
07

CIGNGGHCQPDGSM
GNCCSGNCYK

1

24

4.2
39

2

Heat
Shock
protein
90

HNDDEQYTWESAA
GGSFTVSNDHSEPLGR

138

29

1.3
08

1

ADLVNNLGTIAK

85

12

2

AAGTLTIIDTGIGMTK

69

16

ELISNSSDALDK

31

12

EDQMEYLEEAK

176

11

GIPQPFCDAVKLFTKE

1

11

1.3
97
2.1
16
2.1
77
2.8
1
2.5
48

NADH
dehydrog
enase

B
A
X

2

3

1

3

1F
16

10
0

0
.
0

4.
3
6

89.
2
%

Leu63, Ile66,
Gly67, Leu70,
Leu76, Gln77,
Ile80, Ala81,
Val83, Asp84,
Thr85, Pro88,
Val91, Phe92,
Val111, Ala112,
Tyr115, Phe116,
Leu120,
Lys123, Ala124,
Thr127,
Leu132,
Thr139, Val177,
Leu181, Trp188

86.9
8%

87.71

Figure1:Protein profiles from selected crude sample
Figure Legend: The peptide character prediction analyzed
using PEPBUB (Figure: 1).

4

5

1

Table 6: Template search (PSI Blast) and Homology
modeling (Swiss Modelling)
Pr
ote
in

Te
mp
lat
e

Id
en
tit
y

E
v
a
l
u
e

M
e
a
n

Ra
ma
ch
an
dra
n
Pl
ot
92.
7
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Figure:2. Peptide structure prediction using PEPFOLD
Server (http://bioserv.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/PEPFOLD

Figure3: Target protein structure of TP53, BCL2,
MDM2, ARF and BAX predicted using Swiss Modelling
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Figure Legend: Peptide or ligand binding sites of TP53,
BCL2, MDM2, ARF and BAX protein based on surface area
and surface volume. (Figure: 3).

Figure:8. Molecular docking of reference drug
Camptothecin with target proteins
Figure 4: Protein-peptide docking of Metallothionein
sequence with target protein structures.
Figure Legend: Molecular docking analysis of
Metallothionein with the target proteins TP53, BCL2,
MDM2, ARF, and BAX. (Figure: 4 )

Figure 5: Protein-peptide docking of Defensin-like
protein 1 sequence with target protein structures.
Figure Legend: Molecular docking analysis of Defensin
like Protein-1 with the target proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2,
ARF, and BAX. (Figure:5)

Figure 6: Protein-peptide docking of Heat shock protein
90 sequences with target protein structures.
Figure Legend: Molecular docking analysis of Heat Shock
Protein 90 with the target proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2,
ARF, and BAX. (Figure:6).

Figure 7: Protein-peptide docking of NADH
dehydrogenase protein sequence with target protein
structures.
Figure Legend: Molecular docking analysis of NADH
dehydrogenase with the target proteins TP53, BCL2,
MDM2, ARF, and BAX.
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Figure Legend: Reference drug Camptothecin docked with
the target proteins TP53, BCL2, MDM2, ARF, and BAX.
(Figure 8).
Tables
1. Table 1: Sequence identification and retrieval from
NCBI GenBank Database(functional unit)
2. Table 2: Protein functional region identification
using InterproScan
3. Table 3: Peptide character prediction using
PEPBUB bioinformatics tools
4. Table 4: Physicochemical property prediction by
utilizing ProtParam
5. Table 5: Peptide ranking of the selected peptides
based on bioactive prediction and ranking
6. Table 6: Template search (PSI Blast) and
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Figures
1. Figure 1: Protein profiles from selected crude
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2. Figure 2: Peptide structure prediction using
PEPFOLD Server
3. Figure 3: Target protein structure predicted using
Swiss Model
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4:
Protein-peptide
docking
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Metallothionein sequence with target protein
structures
5. Figure 5: Protein-peptide docking of Defensin-like
protein 1 sequence with target protein structures
6. Figure 6: Protein-peptide docking of Heat shock
protein 90 sequences with target protein structures
7. Figure 7: Protein-peptide docking of NADH
dehydrogenase protein sequence with target protein
structures
8. Figure 8: Molecular docking of reference drug
Camptothecin with target proteins
Abbreviations
LC-MS-Liquid
Chromatography–Mass
Spectrometry,
NIST-National Institute of Standards and Technology,
NCBI - National Center for Biotechnology Information,
BLAST-Basic Local Alignment Search Tool,
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UniProt –A freely accessible
database
of protein
sequence and functional information, PDB-Protein Data
Bank,TP53-Tumor Protein 53, MDM2- Mouse Double
Minute 2 homolog , BCL2-B-Cell Lymphoma 2,ARF- ADPRibosylation factor, BAX- BCL2 Associated X, Apoptosis
Regulator, PSI Blast- Position-Specific Iterative, SAVESStructural Analysis and Verification Server, KEGG- Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, PROCHECK- a
Program to check the stereo-chemical quality of protein
structures ,ERRAT- web application which intends to assist
users in model-building or in structure checking, PDBSUMweb server providing structural information on the entries in
the Protein Data Bank ,CASTp- Computed Atlas of Surface
Topography of proteins.
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